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Tropical glaciers are excellent indicators of climate variability due to their fast response to
temperature and precipitation variations. At same time, they supply freshwater to
downstream populations. In this study, a hydro-glaciological model was adapted to
analyze the influence of meteorological forcing on melting and discharge variations at
Glacier 12 of Antisana volcano (4,735–5,720m above sea level (a.s.l.), 1.68 km2, 0°29′S;
78°9′W). Energy fluxes and melting were calculated using a distributed surface energy
balance model using 20 altitude bands from glacier snout to the summit at 30-min
resolution for 684 days between 2011 and 2013. The discharge was computed using
linear reservoirs for snow, firn, ice, and moraine zones. Meteorological variables were
recorded at 4,750 m.a.s.l. in the ablation area and distributed through the altitudinal range
using geometrical corrections, andmeasured lapse rate. The annual specificmass balance
(−0.61 m of water equivalent -m w.e. y−1-) and the ablation gradient (22.76 kg m−2 m−1)
agree with the values estimated from direct measurements. Sequential validations allowed
the simulated discharge to reproduce hourly and daily discharge variability at the outlet of
the catchment. The latter confirmed discharge simulated (0.187m3 s−1) overestimates the
streamflowmeasured. Hence it did not reflect the net meltwater production due to possible
losses through the complex geology of the site. The lack of seasonality in cloud cover and
incident short-wave radiation force the reflected short-wave radiation via albedo to drive
melting energy from January to June and October to December. Whereas the wind speed
was the most influencing variable during the July-September season. Results provide new
insights on the behaviour of glaciers in the inner tropics since cloudiness and precipitation
occur throughout the year yielding a constant short-wave attenuation and continuous
variation of snow layer thickness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tropical glaciers refer to ice bodies found at high elevations in a
region where the diurnal temperature variations are more
significant than the seasonal ones (Kaser and Osmaston,
2002). These glaciers are characterized by the occurrence of
melting all year round because the 0°C isotherm remains
continuously near the glacier fronts. Thus minimal energy
inputs generate runoff (Francou et al., 2013). This aspect
makes tropical glaciers suitable climatical indicators due to
their quick mass balance response to temperature and
precipitation variations (Ramírez et al., 2001; Francou et al.,
2004). The Andes host 99% of tropical glaciers (Kaser and
Osmaston, 2002), and they play an important role in the
freshwater supply for cities located in the lowlands, especially
during seasons with low or scarce precipitation (Chevallier et al.,
2011; Buytaert et al., 2017).

Most precipitation in the eastern slopes of the Andes occurs
due to dominant easterly winds which transport moisture from
the Amazon basin and are forced to rise when encountering this
barrier (Espinoza et al., 2020). Also, there is a contribution from
the eastern Pacific, which triggers convection and precipitation
over western slopes (Segura et al., 2019). These conditions ensure
significant precipitation year-round in the Equatorial Andes.
However, the rain-snow partitioning relies on temperature
variability, conditioning the layer of snow on glaciers (Francou
et al., 2004; Sagredo et al., 2014; Campozano et al., 2021), which in
turn controls the surface albedo of the glacier (Favier et al., 2004b;
Vincent et al., 2005).

Vuille et al. (2000, 2008) estimated that the Andes of Ecuador
experienced a warming of 0.1°C per decade since 1950, whereas
the projected warming during the 21st century is estimated
between 4 and 5°C. To examine the glacier response to current
weather and projected scenarios, a monitoring program was
initiated in Ecuador by French Development Research
Institute (IRD), Instituto Nacional de Meteorología e
Hidrología (INAMHI) and Empresa Pública Metropolitana de
Agua Potable y Saneamiento de Quito (EPMAPS) in June 1994.
This network currently includes rain gauges, water-height gauges
in rivers and automatic weather stations (AWS) installed at the
ground level between 3,500 and 5,000 m a.s.l. but over different
surface states, including paramo, moraine, and glacier surfaces
(Villacís, 2008; Maisincho, 2015) around the Antisana Glacier 15
(AG15) (Francou et al., 2000; 2004). Initial results have shown the
occurrence of an accelerated glacier retreat since the late 1970s
(Cáceres et al., 2006; Rabatel et al., 2013). In addition, various
Surface Energy Balance (SEB) modelings have been performed
both at one point (Favier et al., 2004a) and at the scale of the
entire glacier (Maisincho, 2015). Finally, another SEB modeling
has been done over the snow-covered paramo using a coupled
ground-snow model (e.g., ISBA/CROCUS, Wagnon et al., 2009).

These studies demonstrated that net short-wave radiation
and albedo variations control melting rates in the ablation zone
during most of the year. A melting minimum (compared to the
mean observed melt during the rest of the year) was shown
during the June-September season related to large energy losses
associated with high sublimation rates. Likewise, the

hydrological balance calculations showed that total glacier
melting from AG15 are not directly drained into rivers at
lower elevations, because significant amounts of water
(>50%) are sunk before the glacier front, contributing to
subsurface flows (Favier et al., 2008). The water drained from
the watershed is even larger than previously calculated by Favier
et al. (2008) because in their study he did not consider that the
highest elevations of the glacier receive 60% more snow than the
lowest slopes of the western flanks of the volcano (Basantes-
Serrano et al., 2016). This increase was initially ignored in
surface mass balance calculation on the AG15 (Francou et al.,
2000; Francou et al., 2004) suggesting that the glacier-wide
climatic balance values published before Basantes-Serrano
et al. (2016) presented a significant negative bias.

To better assess the contribution of glaciers to lowland
streamflow, the Antisana Glacier 12 (AG12) was monitored
since 2004. Over this catchment, discharge modeling has only
been done with conceptual and semi-empirical approaches (e.g.,
Villacís, 2008). The variations of melting with elevation and
hence the origin of waters have never been clearly analyzed.
This latter scientific concern is analyzed in this paper using a
glacier-wide distributed SEB modeling and calculation of the
transfer function of flows from each zone of the glacier towards
the outlet of the catchment, which may result in more accurate
results than statistical approaches (Veettil et al., 2017).

The distributed SEB has been successfully applied in many
areas, but it requires a large amount of data to provide accurate
results (Gerbaux et al., 2005; Hock and Holmgren, 2005; Anslow
et al., 2008; Dadic et al., 2008; Naz et al., 2014; Ren et al., 2018).
This glacier-wide modeling has been applied on the Zongo glacier
in Bolivia (Sicart et al., 2011) and the Shallap glacier in Peru
(Gurgiser et al., 2013a), demonstrating the crucial role of clouds
in the longwave radiation budget and the role of solid
precipitation in the net short-wave budget. However, these
glaciers are not directly comparable to the Antisana Glaciers,
which are located in an area with different climate settings (Favier
et al., 2004b). The distributed SEB of AG15 has been investigated
by Maisincho (2015) proving that the short-wave radiation and
albedo exert first-order control on the energy available for
melting on this glacier.

Here, we apply and validate this approach to demonstrate the
processes that control the mass balance gradient and the
corresponding discharge generated by melting at different
altitudes. The amounts of melting in each altitude level were
used as input for linear reservoirs and finally added to compute
the simulated discharge (hereafter referred to as the potential
discharge) that should be drained to the river downstream of the
glacier if there were no underground losses.

The water discharge was computed over 23 months in
2011–2013. This spatialized computation allowed 1)
investigating the variations of energy fluxes controlling the
ablation and discharge production and 2) quantifying the
water from different sources in the catchment. This paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the study site
and the available data. The distributed SEB and the reservoir
models are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we validate the
coupled model and present results. In Section 5, we discuss the
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FIGURE 1 | Study area: (A) Location of the Antisana volcano south-eastward of Quito, the capital of Ecuador. (B) Delineation of the studied glaciers in Antisana
icecap: The Glacier 15 (AG15) on the northwest flank and the Glacier 12 (AG12) on the southwest shaded in gray. The location of the P-ORE and AWS SAMA-1 stations
are also shown (black crosses). Cap outline and DEM taken from Basantes-Serrano (2015). (C) Distribution of monitoring network around Glacier 12 catchment. (D)
Schema of processes simulated by the coupled glacier-hydrology model illustrating the fluxes of mass and energy between the atmosphere and land surface
implemented over snow, glacier ice, and moraine. Arrows indicate P, precipitation; SWi, incident short-wave radiation; SWr, reflected short-wave radiation; LWi,
downwelling longwave radiation; LWo, outgoing longwave radiation; H, sensible heat; and LE, latent heat. For moraine zone is also shown the Rain and basal ground
flow Q0.

FIGURE 2 | (A)Monthly precipitation values (blue line) measured at P8 rain gauge between 2005 and 2015, vertical bars represent monthly standard deviation. The
same for air temperature (red line) measured at SAMA-1 between 2011 and 2015. (B)Meanmonthly discharge measured (black line) in Los Crespos hydrological station
measurements between 2004 and 2014. Only months with data for more than 80% of the time steps were considered for cycles.
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model uncertainties and the role of groundwater flow in AG12.
Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 STUDY SITE AND DATA

2.1 Study Site and Climate Settings
This study was conducted on the Glacier 12 (AG12) located in
the “Los Crespos” catchment (2.9 km2, 57% glacial cover) on the
southwest flank of the Antisana volcano (Basantes-Serrano,
2015) in the Eastern Cordillera of Ecuador. AG12 spans from
the summit at 5,720 m a.s.l. to glacier snout at 4,735 m a.s.l.
covering a surface of 1.65 km2, with a length of 2.3 km
(Figure 1). The monthly temperature over the glacier snout
remains homogeneous throughout the year at around 1.2°C on
average (Figure 2). A slight temperature maximum is however
observed between February-May (1.7°C) related to the period of
higher humidity and cloudiness (Favier, 2004c); while the
minimum between June-September (0.8°C) is related to the
decrease in cloudiness and increase in wind speed. The 0°C
isotherm shifts between 4,800 and −5,100 m a.s.l. (Basantes-
Serrano et al., 2016) in accordance with the equilibrium line
altitude (ELA) of the glacier around 5,030 m a.s.l. (Jomelli et al.,
2009). Daily temperature variations exceed the seasonal ones,
and this phenomenon is amplified by the radiative cooling and
katabatic winds intensification during the night and early
morning; which cause the temperature to drop below 0°C
even at the glacier front (Favier et al., 2004b; Sklenár et al.,
2015).

Most precipitation at the site occurs due to adiabatic cooling
of moist air coming from the Amazon basin. These air masses
are pushed by the easterlies and condense as they rise on the
slopes of the massif (Espinoza et al., 2020). Thus, a
precipitation peak between April and July is associated,
whereas a decrease between December and February is
expected (Laraque et al., 2007). Likewise, due to its location
on the border of the inter-Andean plateau, the area also
receives a contribution from the inter-Andean valley regime
(with two wet seasons in February-May and October-
November) (Ilbay-Yupa et al., 2021; Ruiz-Hernández et al.,
2021). During July-September, the minimum precipitation is
associated with the strengthened easterlies inhibiting the
vertical cloud development (Campozano et al., 2016;
Espinoza et al., 2009). As result, the precipitation follows a
complex regime with a substantial amount during all months
(Figure 2) reaching 837 ± 122 mm per year at glacier snout,
depending on the El Niño-Southern Oscillation phase
(Francou et al., 2004). These conditions justify the large
extension of Glacier 12 compared to the others located in
the western sector (Basantes-Serrano, 2015).

2.2 Data
2.2.1 Meteorological Data
The data used in this study were collected by an automatic
weather station (AWS) SAMA-1 located at 4,753 m a.s.l., near
the glacier snout. Records extend for 23 months between 07/
02/2011 and 05/16/2013, referred to as the Study Period (SP)

hereafter. The station was equipped with sensors calibrated
prior to their installation. The station records the 30-min
average of air temperature (T), relative humidity (RH),
wind speed (Ws), incoming (SWi) and reflected (SWr)
short-wave radiation, and incoming (LWi) and outgoing
(LWo) longwave radiation measured every 15 s, except for
the wind direction which is measured once every 30 min.
Supplementary Table SA1 summarises the technical
specifications of all sensors used. Furthermore, the cloud
factor (CF-dimensionless-) was included to relate the cloud
cover attenuation to the net radiation (Favier et al., 2004b;
Azam et al., 2016) by comparing incoming short-wave
radiation (SWi) to the theoretical solar radiation at the top
of atmosphere (STOA) according to Eq. 1.

CF � 1.3 − 1.4(SWi

STOA
) (1)

The precipitation was measured by a non-heated rain gauge
located on the glacier moraine (at 4,720 m a.s.l.) referred to as P8
in Figure 1C. The tropical conditions enhance the melting of
snow during the day and a delay of minutes is expected. Whereas
snowfall occurring in the late afternoon or night requires to meet
melting conditions (temperatures above 0°C or sufficient solar
radiation) before being transformed into water droplets reaching
the gauge orifice. Therefore, a delay of several hours is expected.
This shortcoming could disturb the daily cycle of energy fluxes
whereas their seasonality remains unchanged. A scheme based on
temperature ranges was used to estimate the phase of
precipitation (see Section 3.1.2).

Between 29/09/2011 and 30/08/2011 (32 days) and between
31/10/2011 and 29/11/2011 (29 days), a precipitation data gap
was filled using measurements from another rain gauge (P-ORE,
4,850 m a.s.l.) located in the AG15 moraine (Figure 1B).
Correlation between P8 and P-ORE were significant over the
study period (r2P8−PORE

= 0.63), but not very high because the
P-ORE rain gauge was more sheltered from easterly winds by
the volcano itself. Nevertheless, P-ORE was located near the
ablation zone, making data more relevant for the study of the
ablation of the AG12 than other rain gauges around the
Antisana volcano.

Air temperature variation with elevation was studied using
observation data from stations located above SAMA-1. These
stations corresponded to SAMA-2 (4,925 m a.s.l.); SAMA-3
(5,065 m a.s.l.) placed over the glacier (Figure 1C). These
auxiliary stations exhibit few data gaps due to harsh climatic
conditions and power shutdown issues. Supplementary
Appendix 2 summarizes the period with available information
and gaps.

TABLE 1 |Mass balance periods retrieved for ablation stakes used for SEB model
validation at local point scale.

Period Duration (days) Starting/deadline date

MP1 92 30-08-2011/29-11-2011
MP2 28 03-02-2012/01-03-2012
MP3 106 17-01-2013/02-05-2013
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2.2.2 Glaciological Data
Point surface mass balance (SMB) measurements have been
performed monthly in the ablation zone of the glacier using
stakes, which were distributed between 4,735 and 4,797 m a.s.l.
Over the study period, a specific focus was made on data from
three periods of short duration, hereafter referred to as MP1,
MP2, and MP3 (Table 1). These periods were selected due to
the available continuous mass balance series. Moreover, we use
the 2012 mass balance profile computed by Basantes-Serrano
(2015) for elevation ranges of 50 m between 4,750 and 5,700 m
a.s.l. These values were obtained from direct mass balance
measurements on stakes and in snow pits, and from the
geodetic approach based on aerial photogrammetry
restitutions (for details, refer to Basantes-Serrano et al.,
2016). Data were used here to validate the distributed SEB
model. The 10-m resolution digital elevation model (DEM)
produced by Basantes-Serrano (2015) was also used to
compute slope and aspect maps.

2.2.3 Hydrological Data
The “Los Crespos” hydrological station was installed below the
frontal moraine at 4,520 m a.s.l. to collect the streamflow from the
glacier melting and the surface streams originating from the
surrounding paramo and moraine surfaces (Villacís, 2008).
Water depth at the gauging station was measured every
30 min with a pressure gauge (Supplementary Table SA1)
and transformed into streamflow using a stage-discharge curve
previously obtained from direct manual discharge measurements
performed regularly and using a power-law fit. The employed
curve showed a difference of 5% concerning the theoretical
hydraulic curve of the trapezoidal section according to Villacís
(2008). During the study period, data were characterized by 27%
of data gaps related to power shutdowns. Hydrological data were
used to calibrate the linear reservoir model and then to validate
the variations of simulated discharge at hourly and daily time
scales (see Section 4.2.4).

2.2.4 Climatological Data
To put in context the meteorological conditions of SP
concerning the regional long-term average conditions, we
used historical monthly time series of temperature and
precipitation. Here we used the 1979–2018 monthly air
temperature from ERA-5 single levels reanalysis (https://
www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/
era5) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF), available at a 0.25° resolution (Hersbach
et al., 2020). Data were retrieved over the Antisana Massif (0.
2–0.8°S, 77.8–78.5°W) at the 600 hPa level. The mean annual
cycle was computed over the 1979–2018 reference period.
Similarly, the mean annual cycle of precipitation in AG12
was computed from monthly precipitation provided by
CHIRPS (Climate Hazards Group Infrared Precipitation
with Stations https://data.chc.ucsb.edu/products/CHIRPS-2.
0/) product at a 0.05° resolution (Funk et al., 2015). Data
from the 1981–2019 period were considered for the closest cell
to the Antisana site (78.15°W, 0.45°S).

3 DESCRIPTION OF SEB MODEL

3.1 Modelling Framework
The surface energy balance (SEB) model (Favier et al., 2011) has
been widely applied on mountain glaciers (Verfaillie et al., 2015;
Azam et al., 2016; Favier et al., 2016) to calculate the energy
available at the surface (Esurface) and the resulting melting of snow
and ice according to Eq. 2.

SWi − SWr + LWi − [(1 − ϵ)LWi + ϵσT4
s ] + LE +H � Esurface

(2)
The fluxes were measured in Wm−2, being positive towards

the surface and negative outwards from the surface. SWi is the
incoming short-wave radiation and SWr is the reflected short-
wave radiation. LWi is the incoming longwave radiation and the
term in brackets is the outgoing longwave radiation LWo
measured in the field. Ts is the modeled surface temperature, ϵ �
0.99 is the surface emissivity, and σ = 5.6710–8 Wm−2 K−4 is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant. H and LE are the sensible and latent
heat fluxes, respectively, which were computed using the bulk
method including stability corrections based on the bulk
Richardson number (Favier et al., 2011). The heat supplied by
precipitation on glaciers is insignificant compared to the other
fluxes and is therefore neglected (Johnson and Rupper, 2020).
Part of short-wave radiation (S = SWi-SWr) is not available for
warming/cooling or melting processes at the surface, because the
short-wave flux partly penetrates the ice (Bintanja et al., 1997).
Hence, Esurface was separated into two terms following Eq. 3.

Esurface � G0 + (1 − a)S (3)
Where G0 (Wm−2) is the energy excess or deficit at the

surface, a is the fractional amount of short-wave radiation that
penetrates the surface layer. When the surface temperature is 0°C,
positive G0 values represent the energy available for melt (mm
w.e.). Otherwise, this amount is used to cool/warm the frozen
surface and the underlying snow/ice before melting by thermal
diffusion. Since Antisana is a temperate glacier, the model does
not consider the compaction of the snowpack or the refreezing of
liquid water. Supplementary Material presents a detailed
description of the method used to compute the SEB components.

3.1.1 Precipitation Correction
Due to turbulence associated with high winds during snowfalls,
rain gauges do not usually fully collect hydrometeors.
Precipitation is therefore underestimated in the field. To
correct the rain gauge collection deficit, we apply a 23%
increase to P8 values according to Pollock et al. (2018) for
cylinder-like rain gauge for wind-exposed sites. This value is
within the range of previous corrections, whichmay reach 50%, as
observed for the AG15 rain gauge located on the moraine
(Wagnon et al., 2009). At lower elevations, in the paramo
zone, 15% had been proposed for correcting rainfall (Padrón
et al., 2015).

Furthermore, in a previous study, Basantes-Serrano et al.
(2016) demonstrated that mass balance at the upper zone
requires 60% more than the precipitation measured at the
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AG15 front (after precipitation data correction). This is due to the
occurrence of more precipitation at the summit of Antisana than
on the leeward slopes (Junquas et al., 2022). Indeed, the general
easterly flow generates an important foehn effect associated with a
significant drying of humid air masses of Amazonian origin when
they descend at the lee of the summit. To account for this effect, a
progressive 10% increase of precipitation was applied every 100 m
of elevation. We discuss the influence of precipitation correction
on the mass balance profile in Section 5.

3.1.2 Precipitation Phase Model
In the absence of direct observation of the precipitation phase, a
temperature threshold is often applied to distinguish between the
occurrence of snowy and rainy precipitation. Several studies
carried out in the Antisana region have shown that a
threshold value of 1°C allows for the proper separation of
snowy events from liquid precipitation (Favier, 2004c;
Maisincho, 2015). However, this phase change does not
generally occur at a single threshold value, and rather appears
gradually. Thus, the percentage of snowfall occurrence (PSO) was
set to decrease from 100 to 0% between −1 and 3°C according to
L’Hôte et al. (2005) scheme. This means that, between −1 and 3°C,
only a fraction of the precipitation corresponds to snowfall and
the remaining fraction to rain. This approach gives much more
satisfactory results at the study site; especially in the ablation
zone, which is a zone more sensitive to changes in the phase of
precipitation (Favier et al., 2004a).

3.1.3 Albedo Modelling
We modeled albedo variations as a function of snow aging over
time. It takes into account the age of the snow since the last
snowfall and the impact of ice when the snow cover disappears
(see Eqs 4–6) (Sicart et al., 2011; U.S. Army Corps Of Engineers,
1956).

αsnow � αwet snow + (αfresh snow − αwet snow)e−nj
np (4)

αice � αdirty ice + (αclean ice − αdirty ice)e
−(njice

np
ice
)

1
2

(5)

α � αsnow + (αice − αsnow)(1 + es
eps
)

−3
(6)

The measured albedo α results from the contribution of ice
(αice), snow (αsnow), and snow cover thickness (es). The ice
impacts the albedo when the snow depth is lower than a
characteristic snow cover thickness (eps ) from which the
underlying ice is visible and contributes to the surface albedo
(Sicart, 2002). Snow albedo evolves as a function of time and
decreases rapidly after snowfall (αsnow fresh) to a value
corresponding to wet snow (αwet snow). This decrease follows
an exponential function of the number of days since the last
snowfall (nj) and depends on a characteristic time scale (n*). To
complete this model Masiokas et al., 2020 added an expression
allowing the albedo of the ice (αice) to vary according to the
increase of the dust proportion on the ice surface. The ice changes
from clean ice (αclean ice) to dirty ice (αdirty ice) as a function of the

number of days since the disappearance of the snow cover (njice)
and of a characteristic time scale of the aging of the ice (npice) (Eq.
5). When the surface is covered with fresh snow for more than 6
days, njice is forced to 0 and the albedo of the ice αice becomes
equal to αclean ice again.

As a starting point, we used parameters from previous work on
the AG15 glacier and performed a sensitivity test to calibrate
these parameters as best as possible. We first examined the
variation of the determination coefficient (r2) between
simulated and measured albedo in 2012 (the entire year
achieved for SP) by varying the parameters of the albedo
model. Albedo parameters were classified into two groups.
Group 1 corresponds to the albedo parameters of dirty ice
αdirty ice, clean ice αclean ice, fresh snow αfresh snow and wet snow
αwet snow whose initial values were taken from Gurgiser et al.,
2013a. The second group of parameters corresponds to the
characteristic aging scales of ice (npice) and snow (n*) as well as
the characteristic snow depth scale (eps ) whose initial values were
taken fromMaisincho (2015). The ranges of variation of values of
these parameters were obtained from Cuffey and Paterson, (2010)
and were expressed as relative values with respect to the initial
values given in Table 2.

3.1.4 Temperature Lapse Rate
To represent the decrease in air temperature as a function of
altitude, we determined a temperature lapse rate (TLR) of =
−5.5°C (km)−1 for the site. This value was obtained by linear
regression between the mean values measured at each SAMA
stations’ location (see Supplementary Table SA2). Therefore we
ensure to capture the mean spatial variability over the glacier and
avoid deviations that could cause the inclusion of values from
moraine terrain which experiment large daily variations. The
computed gradient matches with the value commonly employed
to extrapolate air temperature in the outer tropics (Sicart et al.,
2011; Gurgiser et al., 2013a) and was similar to the −5.4°C (km)−1

found by Ceballos et al. (2012) for colombian glaciers in the inner
tropics.

3.1.5 Roughness Parameters
The aerodynamic (z0m) and scalar (z0T, z0q) roughness lengths
play an essential role in the evaluation of turbulent heat fluxes
using the bulk method (e.g., Favier et al., 2011). Turbulent heat
fluxes are very sensitive to the choice of these parameters
(Wagnon et al., 1999; Hock and Holmgren, 2005), and
surface roughness lengths are often obtained by calibration
using field measurements (e.g. Wagnon et al., 1999, 2003;
Favier et al., 2004a). It is often easier to fix the values of
equal roughness (z0m = z0T = z0q) as considered in several
studies in the tropics. In this case, roughness lengths lose their
physical meaning. For the AG12 site, we used a value of z0m =
z0T = z0q = 2.9 mm for the ice, which corresponds to the value
calibrated in the ablation zone of AG15 by Favier et al. (2004a).
A value of z0m = 4 mm was used for snow (Wagnon et al.,
1999). In the case of a precipitation event, the roughness length
of fresh snow is reduced to 0.29 mm during the current time-
step (Gurgiser et al., 2013a).
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3.2 Distributed SEB Model
Initially, the model was applied locally at the SAMA-1 altitude
level, where the model parameters were calibrated. This step was
particularly important for the albedo model. Then, the model was
distributed over 20 different 50-m altitude bands. For this
purpose, the incident short-wave radiation (SWi) was
corrected according to the mean slope (βi) and the mean
aspect (Azi) of the corresponding band. These values were
computed from the DEM pixels located between zi − 25 and zi
+ 25. The representative area (Ai) on which the energy balance
was calculated corresponds to the number of pixels in the band
multiplied by the individual area of one pixel (100 m2) and by the
cosine of the slope.

Calculations were performed with a 30-min time step for each
band (i), following the order of operations described below: 1) we
first calculate the incident short-wave radiation SWi(zi) as a
function of surface slope (βi) and azimuth (Azi), 2) we
extrapolate the air temperature for each band using
temperature lapse rate, the air temperature (Tzref) measured at
the SAMA-1 station located at the reference altitude zref =
4,753 m a.s.l., and the altitude (zi) of the considered band, 3)
using Stephan Boltzmann equation, we correct the LWi values as
a function of altitude considering that the variations depend on
air temperature only T(zi) 4) we evaluate the precipitation as a
function of altitude zi, 5) we discriminate the precipitation phase
as a function of T(zi), 6) we model the snow accumulation and the
albedo, 7) we evaluate the value of the short-wave radiation
reflected by the surface SWr (zi), 8) we calculate the turbulent
fluxes for the corresponding T(zi), surface roughness length and
surface temperature Ts(zi) value from the preceding calculation
time step 9) we compute the available surface energy Esurface, the
available energy for melting G0 and apply the thermal diffusion to
obtain the melting. Thermal diffusion was computed according to
an explicit scheme to a depth of 18.2 m, with a 2 cm grid
resolution and a 20 s time step. After computing melting, mass
balance components (e.g., solid and liquid precipitation, melting,
and sublimation) were aggregated to get hourly values
corresponding to the current time-step of the linear
reservoir model.

3.3 Linear Reservoir Model
The transfer of meltwater and rainfall through the glacier to the
outlet of the watershed is modeled using the Baker et al. (1982)

model. This reservoir-type model is used to calculate the transfer
from the various zones of the watershed. In our case, the
watershed has been divided into four zones: three zones
correspond to the glacier, which has been divided according to
altitude, and a fourth zone corresponds to moraine terrain
outside the glacier. Each zone is represented by a linear
reservoir (Eq. 7) such that the flow rate [Q(t)] depends on a
characteristic storage parameter (k) and the inflow rate [R(t)].
R(t) corresponds to the sum of melting (evaluated from the
distributed SEB) and liquid precipitation. Consequently, the
net discharge at the outlet results from the sum of the
individual inflows.

Q(t) � Q(t − 1)e−1
k + (1 − e−

1
k)R(t) (m3 s−1 ) (7)

In our approach, the “ice reservoir” refers to the lower part of
the glacier, corresponding to the ablation zone. Water discharges
from the central part, around the equilibrium zone, are modeled
using the reservoir called “firn reservoir” hereafter; and in the
upper part, where accumulation occurs, we refer to the reservoir
as the “snow reservoir”. Figure 1 shows the watershed of Glacier
12 and the distribution of the different reservoirs. The boundary
between the ice and firn reservoirs has been set at 5,100 m a.s.l.,
close to the equilibrium line altitude (Basantes-Serrano, 2015).
The boundary between the firn and snow reservoirs was set at
5,300 m a.s.l., due to the change in the observed mean snow
density as a function of altitude in this area (Cáceres et al., 2010).

Moreover, a reservoir corresponding to water contribution
from the moraine was included in our modeling to account for
the area between the glacier snout and the hydrological station
(1.5 km downstream). This reservoir is fed by a permanent
underground flow of Q0 = 0.01 m3 s−1 estimated from
hydrological balances and salt gauging (data not shown) and
to which the contribution of rainfall is added and is proportional
to precipitation (measured with the rain gauge P8) according to
PSO and to the surface area of this zone (Amoraine). To represent
the evaporation/sublimation of this zone, a stream coefficient f0 =
0.8 was included. Thus, the inflow [R0(t)] for this reservoir was
represented by Eq. 8.

R0(t) � Q0 + f0pP8rain(t)pAmoraine (8)
Heavy precipitation sometimes produces a snow cover that

can persist from a few hours to a few days over the entire

TABLE 2 | Albedo parameters after calibration completed. The initial snow/ice albedos (initial value) and aging threshold values (final value) were taken from Gurgiser et al.,
2013a and Maisincho (2015), respectively.

Group Parameter Notation Initial value Final value

1: Snow/ice albedo Snow fresh albedo αfresh snow 0.88 0.88
Wet snow albedo αwet snow 0.63 0.69
Clean ice albedo αclean ice 0.46 0.46
Dirty ice albedo αdirty ice 0.16 0.16

2: Aging thresholds ice aging threshold (days) n*ice 82.6 135.4

renewing ice albedo threshold (days) ns ice 1.52 6.71
snow decay threshold (days) n* 0.85 5.79

Snow cover thickness threshold (mm w.e.) e*s 1.64 2.71
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watershed, resulting in short-term water storage.
Nevertheless, the parameters for sizing the storage in the
reservoir model were considered constant because the snow
stored in the lowest part of the watershed was considered
negligible, but also because the model is only a conceptual
representation allowing to compute the water amount
delivered at the hydrological station. Studying the exact
origin of the inflow is not a focus here. Thus, the storage
corresponding to the snow is indirectly integrated into the
calculation of the reservoir parameters when the model is
calibrated (Hock, 2005).

The model parameters corresponding to the water storage
were calibrated using a Monte-Carlo-type approach carried out
on 104 simulations for which all the parameters had randomly
estimated values. This calibration of the time of responses (k) was
performed over the 2012 period, and the validation was carried
out over the July-December 2011 plus January-May 2013 period.
The optimal values selected are those that maximize the
coefficient of determination calculated between the observed
and simulated discharges. Table 3 shows the final parameter

values obtained. The ranges of variation of the parameters were
defined according to the values applied in linear reservoir models
on other glacial basins (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). A sensitivity
analysis was not performed because the simulated discharge
using the linear reservoir model is not strongly dependent on
the parameters associated with storage (Hock and Noetzli,
1997).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Meteorological Conditions
4.1.1 Observed Values During SP
During SP, the air temperature and specific humidity at SAMA-
1 oscillated around the mean values of 1.31°C and specific
humidity of 5.8 g kg−1, respectively. They presented a slight
maximum between February and May (1.66°C, 6.7 g kg−1)
related to the equinox characterized by a higher cloud cover
and weaker wind conditions. In contrast, a slight drop in both
variables was observed from June to September (0.75°C and
5.2 g kg−1, respectively). These differences are minimal
compared to the standard deviation of daily values (1.81°C
and 1.2 g kg−1), reflecting the lack of marked thermal
seasonality in Ecuador (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002). The
cloud factor (CF) showed values above 0.6 during the two
periods of heavy precipitation (February-May and October-
December); therefore these periods were characterized by
lower values of SWi and large values of LWi (Figure 3). On
the contrary, the mean wind speed was 3.8 m s−1 (σ = 2.4 m s−1),
with June-September season marked by stronger easterly winds

TABLE 3 | Altitude range, area, and storage constants used for the linear reservoir
model. In the approach the altitude for each reservoir were kept fix since most
of snowfalls at site are short-lived.

Reservoir Altitude range (m a.s.l.) Area (km2) Storage constant (h−1)

Moraine [4,550–4,730] 1.28 361
Ice [4,730–5,100] 0.69 9
Firn [5,100–5,300] 0.37 282
Snow [5,300–5,720] 0.59 146

FIGURE 3 | Summary of daily mean (gray line) meteorological conditionsmeasured at AWSSAMA-1 (4,753 m a.s.l.). Thick black lines represent the 15-day running
means. The red curve shows theoretical solar radiation at the top of atmosphere (STOA) reduced by 50 Wm−2 and represents maximums theoretical radiation on clear
days. The cloud factor CF (dimensionless) was calculated as the ratio between the incoming short-wave radiation and STOA according to Eq. 1.
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(mean = 6.7 m s−1, σ = 3.3 m s−1), thus reducing cloud cover
leeward the volcano (CF = 0.2) which in turn reduced LWi and
increased SWi.

P8 rain gauge collected 1,429 mm and dry days accounted for
28% of the SP. Periods without precipitation never exceeded 10
days. Thus, demonstrating the prevalence of rainy conditions.
Using the PSO to separate liquid and solid precipitation (see
Section 3.1.2), snowfall accounted for 757 mm corresponding to
53% of total precipitation. This value was higher than 681 mm
computed using the 1°C threshold, justifying that a higher albedo
value is modeled at the SAMA-1 level with the PSO approach
than with a constant 1°C threshold (Figure 5).

These characteristics in temperature and radiation, as well as
the precipitation cycle, affect the melting conditions, and in
consequence influence the variations of the monthly discharge
measured at “Los Crespos” station. Which presented an average
discharge of 0.045 m3 s−1 with a minimum between June and
August (0.026 m3 s−1) (Figure 2). On the other hand, two
maxima in discharge were observed around 0.058 m3 s−1 in
January-May and September-November. These were associated
with heavy precipitation during equinoxes and favorable
conditions for significant melting (Favier et al., 2004a).

4.1.2 Representativeness of SP
In the study area, the average precipitation provided by CHIRPS
was 1,298 mm (standard deviation, σ = 174 mm). The
precipitation values from 2011, 2012, and 2013 differed from
the mean by +2σ, −0.46σ, and −0.02σ, respectively; suggesting
that 2011 was relatively wet while 2012 was slightly dry.
Comparing the SP values with the corresponding monthly
mean (Figure 4), five of 23 months presented values larger
than one standard deviation suggesting precipitation excess,
whereas 3 months were dry, i.e., with values lower than 1
standard deviation. Therefore, the study period was marked by
irregular monthly precipitation with excess from July 2011 to

April 2012, followed by a deficit from May 2012 to January 2013,
and finally by an alternation between wet and dry months.
Similarly, the mean annual temperature from ERA-5 was
1.59°C over the Antisana region (standard deviation σ =
0.74°C). 2011, 2012, and 2013 years were marked by
differences with the interannual mean of +0.05σ, −0.21σ, and
+0.15σ, respectively. Thus, 2012 was slightly cold, while 2013 was
slightly warm. SP presented 10 months with the temperature
above the respective monthly mean, and 9 months below. Thus,
the study period experienced fluctuating temperatures with
increasing temperature between July to November 2011, then
a decrease between December 2011 and September 2012, and
finally a further increase during the remaining months.

4.2 Model Validation
4.2.1 Validation of Albedo Model
To study the role of each parameter in the albedo model a
sensitivity test was carried out. The ice-snow parameters
varied from 0.2 to 1.2 times the initial values taken from
Maisincho (2015). These variations had an insignificant impact
on the resulting albedo, except for the wet snow albedo for which
high values led to a better reproduction of the daily measurements
(computed between 10:00 and 16:00 local time). On the other
hand, changes in the characteristic aging scales (Group 2 of
Table 2) resulted in relatively random variations of the
determination coefficient (Supplementary Figure S1). Then, a
Monte Carlo approach based on 104 simulations was performed
to maximize this value computed between the daily simulated
albedo and measured values. These parameters’ variation span
from 0.2 to 6 times the initial values taken from Gurgiser et al.,
2013a. The resulting values after calibration were summarized in
Table 2.

The parameters obtained were representative of rapid snow
metamorphism and faster albedo degradation in the inner
tropics than in the Alps (Wagnon et al., 2009; Sicart et al.,

FIGURE 4 | (A)Monthly CHIRPS precipitation (0.05° × 0.05°) values for the study period (blue circles) relative to mean CHIRPS precipitation for 1981–2019 period
(black circles) andmonthly standard deviations (gray shading) for the grid point nearest Antisana 12 Glacier (78.15°W, 0.45°S). (B)Monthly ERA5 air temperature (0.25° ×
0.25°) at 600 hPa level, averaged over the Antisana massif region (0.2 to 0.8°S, 77.8 to 78.5°W) for the sudy period (red circles) relative to mean ERA air temperature for
1979–2018 period (black circles) and monthly standard deviations (gray shading).
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2011). The value of the characteristic snow cover thickness at
which the underlying ice surface is visible (eps ) is lower at
Antisana than in the outer tropics. This point reflects the
frequent presence of thin layers of fresh, wet snow due to
light snowfalls, which, however, have a significant impact on
albedo. Moreover, the addition of a progressive ice-albedo
degradation in Eq. 5 allows taking into account a
progressive accumulation of dust particles on the ice
surface. This improvement is particularly significant during
sporadic precipitation and for dry periods marked by a
progressive decrease of the albedo until reaching the dirty
ice-albedo value (Figure 5). Therefore, calibration allowed us to
improve the simulations increasing the determination coefficient

betweenmeasured andmodeled daily albedo data, from r2 = 0.13 (r
= 0.36, n = 366, p = 0.17) obtainedwith the initial values to r2 = 0.72
(r = 0.85, n = 366, p < 0.05) after calibration. The improvement was
also significant for 30-min values with r2 = 0.65 (r = 0.81, n = 5,124,
p < 0.01).

Since albedo controls variations of the net short-wave
radiation (Favier et al., 2004a), these changes significantly
improved the representation of this energy flux, which
controls the energy available at the surface and thus the melt.
Over the study period, the determination coefficient between
modeled and measured daily melting values reached r2 = 0.75 (r =
0.87, n = 686, p < 0.05), indicating good performance for long
time series. There were small differences in simulated albedo

FIGURE 5 | (A) Daily snow and rain values accumulated from 30-min precipitation at P8. Snowfall fraction was discriminated according to PSO scheme depending
on temperature ranges (See Section 3.1.2). Daily wind speed values (blue line) measured in SAMA-1 were included for comparison purposes. (B)Comparison between
daily albedomeasured at SAMA-1 station (black line) and simulated after setting parameters (red line). Daily values were computed in the daytime between 10:00 and 16:
00 h local time.

FIGURE 6 | Computed and measured surface height changes for different sites (rows) during MP1, MP2, and MP3 (columns). Ice (black line) and snow (gray line)
surface height were computed following the PSO scheme. Surface height measured (red circles) includes 150 mm error bars related to the measurement method. Mean
bias error (MBE) between simulated and measured surface height, and cumulated height measured (text in blue) were included for each site. For comparison purposes,
surface height computed with a 1°C threshold temperature (pink line) is also shown.
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between July and September (Figure 5), probably because windy
conditions could redistribute the snowpack with increasing snow
depth and albedo in patchy areas only. The latter process cannot
be represented by the model (Maisincho, 2015).

4.2.2 Validation of Point-Based Melt Modeling
After tunning the albedo parameters, we applied the SEB model
over three successive periods, called MP1, MP2, and MP3
(Table 1). These periods allowed us to test the evolution of
the model quality in the ablation zone for different surface
conditions. Figure 6 shows the simulated cumulative surface
elevation changes for different sites around the SAMA-1. The
separation between snow and rain was performed using the PSO
scheme, but for comparison, the use of 1°C threshold was also
tested. To quantify the differences between calculated and
measured surface elevation, we compute the mean bias error
(MBE) for the ablation stake locations. Since the MP2 period was
short compared with MP1 and MP3, only graphical comparisons
were carried out.

The MBE of the three points of MP1 was between 22 and
64 mm w.e., which corresponded to 2–4% of measured
cumulative ablation, respectively. Thus, the model slightly
underestimates ablation. Conversely, during the MP3, the
modeled MBE was more negative than observations, with
differences ranging between −450 and −162 mm w.e.
suggesting that cumulative ablation was overestimated in a
range of 7–17%. Using the PSO scheme, the modeled ablation
got lower biases than using the 1°C threshold; especially for MP1
and MP3 both with a duration larger than 90 days. This occurred
because the PSO improved the consistency between observed and
modeled albedo changes due to better reproduction of solid

precipitation occurrences for low-intensity events (0.5 mm
w.e.) than with the 1°C threshold. This improvement was
more significant for MP3 at 4,797 m a.s.l. since solid
precipitation was 72 mm w.e. using the 1°C threshold, whereas
it was 159 mm w.e. with PSO. This snow surplus produced a
reduction in ablation of 852 mm w.e. Therefore, the additional
snow was crucial to maintain the albedo above 0.3 and thus to
avoid overestimating ablation.

4.2.3 Validation of the Distributed Modelling
The variations of the mass balance with elevation were simulated
and compared with those of the observed geodetic mass balance
(Figure 7). By examining the mass balance profiles with elevation,
most of the simulated values were very close to the measurements.
The distributed SEB model overestimated 15% of the ablation in
the lowest zone (4,735–4,850 m a.s.l.), while it underestimated
ablation by 20% between 4,850 and 5,100 m a.s.l. However, the
errors in ablation modeling compensated each other, and the
glacier-wide mass balance was correctly reproduced. The mass
balance gradient with elevation was 22.76 kg m−2 m−1 y−1 close to
the 19.32 kg m−2 m−1 y−1 measured, and to the 24.5 kg m−2

m−1 y−1 ±5% generally applied in the inner tropics (Kaser,
2001). Between 5,100 and 5,500 m a.s.l., the model
underestimated the measured accumulation by 25%, whereas it
overestimated the measured accumulation by 42% in the upper
part (between 5,500 and 5,720 m a.s.l.). Despite of these
discrepancies in the mass balance profile modeling, the
resulting glacier-wide mass balance for 2012 was −0.61 m w.e.
y−1, which was close to the measured value in 2012 (−0.58 m w.e.
y−1) and to mean rate of −0.57 ± 0.81 m w.e. y−1 obtained over the
period 2005–2012 (Basantes-Serrano, 2015). The distributed SEB
was a priori reasonably representative of the average value
observed on a 10-year scale. In section 5, we discuss why the
distributed SEB could not fully represent the measured profile.

4.2.4 Streamflow Simulation
The calibrations performed on the distributed SEB and the flow
transfer models allow to reproduce properly the variability of the
measured discharge at a daily (r2 = 0.54, p < 0.01, n = 423) and
hourly (r2 = 0.58, p < 0.01, n = 11,553) timescales. However, the
mean simulated discharge largely overestimates the measured
one. Daily mean simulated discharge was 0.187 m3 s−1 (min =
0.03 m3 s−1, max = 0.6 m3 s−1) whereas observed discharge was
0.033 m3 s−1 (min = 0.01 m3 s−1, max = 0.06 m3 s−1). The
potential discharge was on average 5.86 times larger for the SP
than the streamflow measured at the hydrological station. It is
even possible that this ratio becomes 15 for some days (Figure 8).
The current difference between both discharges indicates that
rain and meltwaters from the glacier likely percolate into the
groundwater system above the gauging station so that the
streamflow at the gauging station is lower than expected. This
occurrence of significant groundwater flow had already been
observed in the case of the AG15 (Favier et al., 2008), showing
the limits of hydrological measurements to assess the melting and
mass balances of the Antisana glaciers.

Furthermore, the average contributions of each reservoir to the
potential discharge were: 77% from ice zone, 14% from moraine

FIGURE 7 | Comparison between measured and computed mass
balance profiles. Blue dots represent the mean of 2005–2012 measurements,
blue bars represent corresponding standard deviation for each altitude band.
Black triangles represent the measurements for 2012, and red dots
correspond to mass balance profile simulated. The dashed line represents
equilibrium line that cross mass balance profile around 5,100 m a.s.l.
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zone, 6% from firn zone, and 3% from snow zone. These percentages
confirmed that most of the runoff originated within the glacier came
from the ablation zone and the nearby moraine. Therefore, the
contribution of the accumulation zone was not significant.

4.3 Application of Distributed SEB Model
The model calibration step demonstrated that the coupling between
the distributed SEB and water flow transfer allowed us to simulate
the variations of ablation and streamflow if we assume the
occurrence of significant groundwater flow circulations.
Consequently, the model will be used hereafter as an analytical
tool to relate weather conditions, the energy balance, and the water
flows in the Los Crespos gauging station.

4.3.1 Melting, Sublimation and Discharge Peaks
In the ablation zone, as observed before on AG15 (Favier et al.,
2004b), the net short-wave radiation (S = SWi − SWr) was the
primary source of energy available at the surface during the study
period (Figure 9), and it contributed to 53% of the absolute
energy exchange. This flux was controlled by albedo variations (r2

= −0.96, n = 23, p < 0.01), which in turn was related to the phase of
precipitation through the snow cover thickness (r2 = −0.79, n =
23, p < 0.01). Since the ice reservoir was the main provider of
meltwater at the outlet, there was also a significant correlation
between the potential discharge and the net short-wave radiation
(r2 = 0.80, n = 23, p < 0.01). The correlations between the
potential discharge and other components of the SEBs were

FIGURE 8 | (A) Comparison between simulated (blue line) and measured discharge (orange line). Only days with precipitation and discharge available are
presented. (B) Scatter plot of measured vs. simulated discharge daily values. Dashed line represents the mean ratio (m = 5.86) between simulated andmeasured values.

FIGURE 9 | (A)Monthly values of the surface energy balance components and resulting energy available at surface (red line) for the 4,780 m a.s.l. band nearest to
SAMA-1. (B) Comparison between net short-wave radiation (black line) and albedo (blue line) at 4,780 m a.s.l. (C)Monthly discharge simulated (blue line), accumulated
melting (green bars) and sublimation (pink bars) at 4,780 m a.s.l. For visualization purposes, sublimation was multiplied by a 10 factor. (D) Monthly air temperature
measured in SAMA-1 (brown line) and accumulated snow and rain measured in P8. Separation phase was determined through PSO scheme.
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not significant (r2 always lower than 0.4, p > 0.05), demonstrating
that the outflow was not highly dependent on these other fluxes.
However, despite a significant seasonality of the short-wave
radiation at the top of the atmosphere (STOA), the presence
of cloudiness and precipitation during the study period
attenuated the seasonality of SWi (Figure 3), and no
seasonality was found in the variation of discharge during SP.

Moreover, the location of the Antisana massif in the vicinity of
the Amazon basin allows the glacier to continuously receive the
moisture transported by the easterlies (Junquas et al., 2022).
During SP, this induced the presence of significant cloud cover
throughout the year and finally reduced the seasonality in LWi
(Table 3). Also, the homogeneity of air temperature (Section 2.1)
allowed the glacier surface to be at the melting point most of the
time (Francou et al., 2004), and LWo was regular. As
consequence, the longwave radiation also presented no
seasonality (Figure 9). Since the radiative fluxes (S + L)
contributed 80% of mean absolute energy during SP, the
Esurface and mass balance neither exhibited seasonality in
accordance with their low coefficient of variability (CV = 0.5)
and low standard deviation (Table 3). The lack of seasonality in
SWi and LWi also implies that SWr and LWo variations drove S
and L and were key in determining the available energy for
melting. Considering that SWr are related to albedo and
snowpack thickness, it justifies that glaciers in the inner
tropics are very sensitive to air temperature through its
influence on the precipitation phase (Favier et al., 2004a;
Favier et al., 2004b; Francou et al., 2004).

Finally, to illustrate the influence of weather conditions on
discharge variations, we related it with the energy fluxes at
SAMA-1 during the months of maximum/minimum energy
available for melting. During April 2012, the net short-wave
radiation (S = 43Wm−2) was minimal (Figure 9) due to
continuous cloud cover (CF = 0.95) and solid precipitation, SWi
was reduced and a significant snow cover (64 mm) was present at
the surface leading to an increase in the albedo up to 0.8. With very
high SWr, the net short-wave radiation dropped leading to low
melting amounts and discharge. Similarly in July 2012, low air
temperature and significant precipitation provided fresh snow at the
surface, which sustained a high albedo and low S value. In addition,
seasonal high wind speed (Ws = 6.62 m s−1) favored a large
turbulent latent heat flux, which is an efficient energy sink. Both
conditions reduced the available energy to 26Wm−2. Thus, melting
and dischargewereminimum (around 380mmw.e. and 0.09 m3 s−1,
respectively), and 47% lower than their respective mean values over
SP. Conversely, January 2013 presented low cloud cover (CF = 0.45)
and high precipitation deficit yielding high SWi and low SWr, which
resulted in maximum short-wave radiation (S = 179Wm−2).
Moreover, the air temperature was high (T = 1.85°C), favoring a
positive turbulent sensible heat flux (H = 32Wm−2) toward the
glacier surface. Then, the available energy was maximal (Esurface =
122Wm−2), causing a peak in melting (1,414 mm w.e.) and
discharge (Q = 0.37 m s−1) (Figure 9) corresponding to overflow
of 99 and 119% with respect to their respective mean values.

4.3.2 Variation in Energy Fluxes According to Elevation
Figure 10 shows the dependence of energy fluxes on altitude. A
reduction of the net short-wave radiation resulted from the
occurrence of greater snowfall amounts at high elevations.
Frequent snowfalls maintained the albedo above 0.7 (high
SWr). The concave shape of the glacier also contributed to
this result because the zenithal angle increases with the slope,
thus reducing SWi. The net short-wave radiation decreased from
120Wm−2 at the glacier front to 30Wm−2 at 5,100 m a.s.l.
Above this altitude, its decrease was less significant, reaching
26Wm−2 at the summit. In addition, the drop in air temperature
induced a reduction of the LWi from 281Wm−2 at the front of
the glacier to 247Wm−2 at the summit. This decrease was
partially offset by the reduction in LWo due to the drop in
surface temperature (Ts). Thus, the net longwave budget passed
from −33Wm−2 at 4,735 m a.s.l. to −47Wm−2 at 5,100 m a.s.l.
This reduction continued almost linearly with the altitude until
reach −67Wm−2 at the summit.

Since the decrease of Ts was linked to the radiative flux
decrease with altitude, the temperature gradient between air
temperature above the surface and Ts remained almost
constant. In consequence, the sensible turbulent heat was
constant with an elevation of around 23Wm−2. Similar
behavior occurred with the specific humidity gradient.
Therefore, the latent heat did not evolve significantly with
elevation and remained around −15Wm−2. The changes in
turbulent fluxes between 4,900 and 5,000 m a.s.l. were related
to changes in the surface roughness length due to the surface
transition from ice and snow. Assuming constant wind speed
profile with elevation (measured at SAMA-1) resulted in a slight
variation of turbulent fluxes. However, this assumption
propagates uncertainties to higher altitudes where stronger
wind should drive higher turbulent fluxes values (Dadic et al.,
2013).

The variation of SEB components resulted in a decrease of
Esurface from the glacier snout to the ELA (5,100 m a.s.l.) such that
the net short-wave radiation and the turbulent sensible heat flux
prevailed in the ablation zone and provided 21Wm−2 of energy
to the surface for melt, on average. In addition, 64% of the melting
occurred directly at the surface, while the remaining 36%
occurred in the sub-surface layer. This may explain the
observed 5–10 cm deep cryoconite holes in the field. The
ablation zone received 74% of total rain and 33% of total
snow; but accounted for 91% of melting amount and 46% of
sublimation, respectively. Although the highest melting rate
occurred at the glacier snout, the largest contribution came
from the 4,850 m a.s.l. altitude band (Figure 10), in
accordance with the major exposure area at the ablation zone.
Since the turbulent heat fluxes and net radiation compensated
each other in the accumulation zone, there was unimportant
melting in this zone. Then, mass losses at high elevation were
mainly by sublimation. The highest snow accumulation occurred
at the summit, but the zone of maximum accumulation took place
at 5,300 m a.s.l. due to the widest surface area at this altitude.
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4.3.3 Relationship Between Mass Balance and
Potential Streamflow
Figure 11 shows the monthly variation profiles of Esurface and
surface mass balance as a function of altitude, as well as the
volume of water from each reservoir. During SP, the average
monthly ablation was −0.24 m w.e. between 4,735 and 5,100 m
a.s.l. (−0.65 m w.e. at the glacier snout), corresponding to a mean
discharged volume of 4.38 × 105 m3 with 77% coming from the ice
reservoir. Months with the lowest precipitation (less than 40 mm)
like September 2012, December 2012, and January 2013 were
associated with a higher mass loss (−0.52 m w.e.) generating
larger meltwater volumes around 7.22 × 105 m3 with 86% of the

contribution from ice reservoir. Indeed, September 2012 was
characterized by the maximum wind speed (Ws = 6.8 m s−1),
and the lowest specific humidity (q = 4.8 g kg−1) that maximized
the turbulent fluxes (H = 42 Wm−2, LE = −62 Wm−2).
Sublimation (59 mm w.e.) was promoted by dry conditions,
but low precipitation (21 mm) led to a low albedo leading to
intense ablation.

By contrast, months with precipitation exceeding 90 mm like
July, November and December 2011, and April 2012 weremarked
by limited mass losses (−0.16 m w.e. on average), resulting in 3.1
× 105 m3 volume discharged such that ice reservoir contributed
with 64% of the potential discharge. The two latter months were

FIGURE 10 | (A) Mean variation of energy fluxes with altitude during SP. (B) Variation of surface slope with altitude resulted from the DEM analysis. (C) Altitudinal
profile of components of specific mass balance for SP.

FIGURE 11 | (A) Monthly profile of surface energy available at surface. (B) Monthly mass balance profile. (C) Monthly discharge cumulated at each reservoir.
Numbers in red represents the ice reservoir contribution concerning total discharge.
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thus possibly marked by mass gains in the accumulation zone
(0.14–0.21 m w.e.). In general, the melting above the ELA was
limited because significant sublimation sank Esurface. Hence, firn
and snow reservoirs contributed with the 6 and 3%, respectively,
of the potential discharge. Whereas below this altitude, the ice
reservoir concentrated most of the melting. In general, the
contribution of ice and moraine reservoirs depended on the
rain/snow ratio because months with greater snowfall
occurrence than rain limited the contribution from the
moraine and increased the contribution of the ice reservoir up
to 80% (Figure 11).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Comparison of Antisana Glacier 12 SEB
With Other Tropical Glaciers
We compared the meteorological conditions and SEB values at
the AG12 (Table 4) with those reported at AG15 by Favier et al.
(2004a). Slight differences were found. AG12 presented lower
SWi and slightly larger LWi than at AG15. Indeed, moisture
transported by the wind can condense at the summit and along
the upper slopes on the western side of the volcano (Basantes-
Serrano et al., 2016), producing a cloud cover on the AG12.
Whereas along the northern flank, this air flux preferably passes
without producing clouds, and AG15 is more frequently under
clear sky conditions. Also, the windy conditions and cooler
temperatures in AG15 are explained by the higher location of
the AWS (125 m higher than on AG12). Therefore, local features
linked to the aspect and morphology of the glacier increased
energy losses of AG15 via L and LE and reduce melting and
ablation than on AG12.

These differences do not alter the low seasonality of energy
fluxes and became less important at the interannual scale. Hence,
both glaciers share similar responses and mass balance trends

(−0.46 m w.e. y−1 for AG15 vs. −0.57 m w.e. y−1 for AG12 for
2005–2012 records) rough to the −0.6 m w.e. y−1 estimated by
Rabatel et al. (2013) to the tropical glaciers. Therefore, results in
AG12 can be used as a first proxy to determine the meltwater
production and mass balance of Cayambe and Cotopaxi glaciers
located in the Eastern Cordillera, which share similar climatic
conditions. Conversely, the Chimborazo volcano is located in the
Western Cordillera and holds less-humid conditions
(550–750 mm/year) with a marked dry season between June-
September (Ilbay-Yupa et al., 2021). Thus, Chimorazo’s glaciers
present more negative mass balance and additional melting
reaching 1.5 m w.e. below their ELA (5,050 m a.s.l) according
to Saberi et al. (2019).

In addition, the meteorological conditions and SEB
components of AG12 were compared with those reported in
Artesonraju glacier (Peru) (Juen, 2006) and Zongo glacier (Sicart
et al., 2011). The air temperature at all sites presented low
seasonal variability characteristic of tropical glaciers. However,
the vicinity of AG12 to the moisture sources explains the larger
values of specific humidity, cloudiness, and LWi than all the other
sites (Supplementary Table S1). The wet conditions make the
turbulent latent heat flux constant and prevent nocturnal
radiative cooling maintaining the surface glacier temperature
close to 0°C. Thus, energy balance and melting depend mostly
on short-wave radiation, except during the June-September
season when strengthen Easterlies increase the sublimation
and melting is reduced, similarly as observed on Artesonraju
glacier. In addition, the variation of SEB components with
altitude modeled in AG12 followed the same behavior of the
values at Shallap glacier (Gurgiser et al., 2013a), especially the
turbulent heat fluxes. This was expected since Shallap and
Antisana glaciers present quite similar conditions. Conversely,
Zongo Glacier is characterized by a very marked seasonality of
LWi, especially during the June-September season; where very
large sublimation amounts are not compensated by the solar
radiation and melting is then negligible (Favier et al., 2004b).

5.2 Influence of Temperature Lapse Rate
and Precipitation Correction
To analyze the effect of TLR and precipitation factors on the mass
balance profile we investigate some schemes to extrapolate these
variables over the glacier. The linear regression between mean
temperature values at SAMA-1, 2, and 3 leads to a lapse rate of
−5.5°C km−1 (see Section 3.1.4.); also, we try with −5.9°C km−1

corresponding to the median value of TLRs computed from 30-
min sets measured simultaneously for the three SAMA stations.
Concerning precipitation corrections, we tested four
configurations: 1) constant precipitation with elevation without
including a correction for wind-induced under-catch 2) constant
precipitation with elevation including a 23% correction to
account for the under-catch of hydrometeors (see Section
3.1.1) 3) same as configuration 2 but we added a precipitation
gradient with the altitude of 40 mm per 100 m as proposed
Basantes-Serrano et al., 2016 to match measured mass
balances in the accumulation zone of AG15, and 4) same as
configuration 2 but we include a linear increase of 10% every

TABLE 4 | Summary of Mean monthly values of meteorological and SEB variables
at SAMA-1 location during SP. Des. Std. and Coef. Var. refer to standard
deviation and coefficient of variation, respectively.

Variable (unit) Mean Desv. Std. Max Min Coef. Var.

SWi (W m−2) 213 33 284 160 0.2
SWr (W m−2) 90 21 128 56 0.2
LWi (W m−2) 279 12 301 257 0.01
Lwo (W m−2) 313 3 315 309 0.01
T air (°C) 1.2 0.5 2.2 0.5 0.4
q (g kg−1) 5.8 0.5 6.7 4.9 0.1
Ws (m s−1) 3.8 1.6 6.8 1.9 0.4
STOA (W m−2) 418 14 434 386 0.01
Cloud factor 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.2
S (W m−2) 123 31 189 59 0.3
L (W m−2) −34 10 −19 −54 0.3
H (W m−2) 23 10 42 9 0.5
LE (W m−2) −17 17 4 −62 1
SWi/STOA 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.1
E surface (W m−2) 62 26 122 28 0.3
Melting (mm w.e.) 712 282 1,414 292 0.4
Sublimation (mm w.e.) 15 15 59 2 1
MB (mm w.e.) −490 222 −128 −1,057 0.5
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100 m in altitude. Thus, the 837 mm cumulated annually at P8
would increase to 1,450 mm at the summit (e.g., a 73% factor)
with configuration 3; whereas configuration 4 enhances an
increase from 837 to 2,059 mm at the summit (e.g., a 146%
factor).

All configurations were applied to assess the mass balance
simulated during 2012 (Figure 12). The schemes employing
constant precipitation and with/without correction for under-
catch resulted in more significant mass balance losses and located
the ELA 300 m above its real altitude. Thus, a vertical increase of
precipitation is critical to match the mass balance with
measurements. Recently, Junquas et al., 2022 has found the
spatial precipitation maximum occurs at the Antisana summit
with maximum values preferably on the windward side of the
mountain. This reinforces the need of employing a scheme to
represent the correction of precipitation with elevation. Adding
40 mm per 100 m−1 gives accurate point mass balance in the
ablation zone, but underestimated the accumulation between
5,100 and 5,500 m a.s.l. This was not the case with the 10%
linear increase, which proposed the best fit with data measured
along the entire altitudinal profile.

Concerning the temperature lapse rate, we observed TLR of
−5.9°C km−1 leads to underestimating ablation with elevation
with the largest bias observed between 4,900 and 5,050 m a.s.l.
Above this elevation range, both TLR gives similar mass balance
because melt becomes negligible. Therefore, TLR of −5.9°C km−1

may be less representative because it was derived from a smaller
dataset of air temperature measurements (N = 1,224). Conversely,
the TLR of −5.5°C km−1 produced fewer deviations since this

value was derived with a larger dataset available (N = 54,683,
28,713, and 8,297 for SAMA-1, -2, and -3, respectively), thus
allowing a better representation of glacier conditions. Overall, the
best fit between simulated and observed MB (RMSE = 0.55 m
w.e.) is obtained with the value of −5.5°C km−1, and considering
that precipitation increases linearly with elevation at a rate of 10%
(100 m)−1. This temperature lapse rate is close to the value
−5.1°C km−1 computed by Erazo (2020) for interpolations
above 5,500 m a.s.l. in the Ecuadorian Andes. Moreover, this
precipitation increase factor used to balance the accumulation has
also been used in distributed SEB modeling in the Tropical Andes
(Autin et al., 2021; Lozano Gacha and Koch, 2021). However, new
accumulation measurements should be necessary to validate this
precipitation rate since accumulation is particularly difficult to
assess in the accumulation zone of Antisana glaciers (Basantes-
Serrano et al., 2016).

In the distributed SEB model, the implementation of
refreezing scheme was neglected because the glacier surface in
the ablation zone stays at the melting point most of the time
(Francou et al., 2004) and because most melt is concentrated
under ELA. Finally, here we did not analyze the influence of the
variation of wind speed and specific humidity with altitude
because the measurements available at SAMAs stations did not
overlap during SP. Also, since these variables are prone to local
variations, due to the influence of boundary layer effects and
topographical disturbances (Zardi and Whiteman, 2013), the
resulting relationships with altitude are more complex than
linear interpolations used in temperature. Thus, the lack of
additional measurements along the altitudinal profile did not

FIGURE 12 | Variation of simulated mass balance 2012 profile to changes in temperature lapse rate and precipitation correction schemes. Scheme with ∇T �
−5.5°C km−1 and 10% (100 m)−1 linear increase of corrected precipitation by 1.23 factor used for simulating distributed SEB got the minimum RMSE.
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allow us to propose realistic gradients on Antisana volcano. The
available measurements show the mean wind speed on SAMA-3
(5,065 m a.s.l.) was 6.2 m s−1 (Supplementary Table SA4) twice
as high as at SAMA-1. Whereas the mean decrease in specific
humidity was about 4% between the same stations
(Supplementary Table SA3). Considering that higher wind
speed and lower specific humidity increase turbulent fluxes
(Dadic et al., 2013), the use of invariant values of Ws and q
along the glacier profile could lead to underestimating turbulent
fluxes and sublimation in the upper part.

5.3 Groundwater Flow
Despite simulated discharge values being significantly higher
than measured values (Table 5), we observed a significant
correlation between the two variables. This reflects the close
relationship between albedo and discharge fluctuations. A
large part of meltwater from the ablation zone (0.69 km2)
likely flows through moulins and crevasses and percolates into
subglacial channels that connect with a groundwater flow
network. This phenomenon has already been described for ice-
covered watersheds (Hayashi, 2020; Somers and McKenzie, 2020;
Miller et al., 2021), and is particularly significant at the AG15 as
shown by Favier et al. (2008).

The high correlation values between modeled and measured
discharges suggest the flow measured at the proglacial gauging
station probably originates from a minor proportion of the
glacier, which is likely at lower elevations. Indeed, if percolation
in the groundwater flow system were significant beneath the
entire glacier, it would absorb all meltwater during periods of
low melt. Then, the discharge would reflect no diurnal variation
during periods of low melt. This is not the case in Figure 8A,
moreover, meltwater probably flows directly to the gauging
station, without entering in a porous medium, as suggested
by the short delay between melt onset and peak flow at the
gauging station. Perhaps, the circulation of water in a porous
medium, within the moraine, would filter the flow response and
attenuate flow fluctuations (Wagnon et al., 1998; Flowers, 2008).
These observations were already suggested by tracer
experiments performed by Favier et al. (2008), but the
present modeling approach offers a better understanding of
water origins. Retrieving the exact origin of meltwater is,
however, a challenging task relying on complex geophysical

surveys and water chemical tracing experiments (Harrington
et al., 2018; Vittecoq et al., 2019). This would be relevant to
accurately characterize the hydrological drainage system on the
Antisana.

Direct comparisons had shown the glacier streamflow from
Los Crespos gauging station contributes 22% on average (ranging
between 10 and 30% according to the season) to the watershed
outlet at downstream (Villacís, 2008). However, hydrograph
separation based on electroconductivity, and isotopic tracers
showed glacier contribution could rise to 40% of streamflow at
outlet during precipitation events (Minaya et al., 2021). The
calculation of hydrological balances at the scale of the massif
would be necessary to find out if the underground flows are
effective at lower altitudes. Studies conducted on the Quilcay
river, a 3,925 m long study reach between 3,910 and 4,040 m.a.s.l.
(Cordillera Blanca, Peru), have shown 49% of the streamflow is
exchanged with the subsurface, with the net groundwater
contribution to the discharge at the outlet about 29% (Somers
et al., 2016). Thus, it is essential to develop hydrogeological
studies to better understand the hydrological processes in the
Antisana massif.

6 CONCLUSION

The impact of climatic variations on the extent of glaciers in the
inner tropics has been of growing interest in recent years because
of their quick response to temperature and precipitation
variations. In this work, we coupled the distributed surface
energy balance with a linear reservoir to quantify the potential
discharge produced by melting over the entire glacier including
moraine zone. In addition, the variation of discharge was related
to meteorological conditions by energy fluxes. The use of
precipitation partitioning based on temperature ranges instead
of temperature threshold improved the mass balance simulations.
Moreover, the sensitivity analysis demonstrated the need of
including an increase in precipitation of 10% per 100 m
increase in altitude to reproduce correctly the mass balance
profile. Therefore, sequential calibrations allowed us to control
the SEB model performance and best reproduce the integrated
melting at the glacier scale.

It was verified that the net short-wave radiation was the main
energy input for melting in the ablation zone, where 91% of the
meltwater and 86% of discharge are produced. This explains the
significant correlation between this flux and the simulated
discharge. The lack of significant seasonality in cloud cover
and in the incident short-wave radiation implies that reflected
short-wave radiation rules the melting variations. This explains
why albedo variations via the snow thickness regulate ablation in
the inner tropics. During the July-September season, the strength
of Easterlies dissipates cloud cover, and the wind speed and low
specific humidity become more relevant to control melt
variations due to a high turbulent latent heat flux.

The existence of groundwater flow occurring directly below
the glaciers prevents us from directly comparing the amount of
simulated meltwater with the measured discharge values at the
hydrological gauging station. However, the high correlation

TABLE 5 | Comparisons of hydrological features between Antisana Glacier 12 for
2012 year using distributed SEB plus linear reservoirs and Antisana Glacier 15
for 1995–2005 period using semi empirical approach taken from Favier et al.
(2008).

Glacier 12 Glacier 15

Altitude range (m a.s.l.) [4,735–5,720] [4,850–5,720]
Catchment area (km2) 2.93 1.37
Glacial area (km2) 1.65 0.71
Ablation area (km2) 0.69 0.38
Mean melting (mm w.e.) 5,971 1,285
Measured streamflow (m3 s−1) 0.033 0.017
Simulated streamflow (m3 s−1) 0.187 0.029
Qsimulated/Qmeasured 5.86 1.71
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between them at daily and hourly time steps ensures the model
could reproduce satisfactorily the main processes influencing
discharge variations. Moreover, we propose that the meltwater
flowing at the gauging station comes primarily from a limited area
in the lowest parts of the glacier. Hydrogeological studies are
needed to complete the glacial modeling and define the area of the
glacier contributing to downstream flow.

Finally, these results will allow a better understanding of the
differences in the behavior between glaciers located along the
Andes of Ecuador. An analysis over a longer period would now be
interesting to analyze the interannual variations of energy fluxes,
and their links with climate variability, in particular with ENSO;
which is the main climatic driver in the zone.
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